The usability of Mobile devices and portable computers has been increased very rapidly. The main focus of modern research is to handle the big data in Mobile and pervasive computing. This paper gives an overview of Mobile Data Challenge which was a smart phone based research done by Nokia through Lausanne Data Collection Campaign. The Mobile Data Challenge was introduced when the amount of mobile data was seen to be increased very much in a short period of time. The rise of big data demands that this data can be accessed from everywhere and anytime. For handling such a huge amount of data e.g. SMS, images, videos etc, this data must be compressed for easy transmission over the network. It also helps in reducing the storage requirements. There are various techniques for the compression of data that are discussed in this paper. SMAZ and ShortBWT techniques are used to compress SMS. JPEG and Anamorphic Stretch Transform are used to compress the images.
Introduction
Now a day, there is a flood of data everywhere around. This data is in the of form videos, audios, images, emails, text messages, coming from the mobile devices, microphones, sensors, camera, social media etc, such a data is called Big Data. In 2009, the total data estimated to be 1ZB per year. In 2020, it is estimated to be 35ZB per year [1] .
Big Data depends on the capabilities of the company. e.g. in Figure 1 , 100TB of data is big data for company1 but not so for company2, because company 2 has capabilities to handle 100 TB of data so it is not Big Data for company2.
Mobile and Pervasive Computing
The idea behind pervasive computing is to develop a technology that is:
 Present everywhere and can be used anytime by the user (Omnipresent).  Small to integrate to daily life easily e.g. mobile, watch, microwave.  Working in background. It was identified by Mark Weiser. He also named it as Ubiquitous computing (ubicomp) [2] . Mobile Computing: It is an integration of portable computers as well as wireless network [15] . In this the connection is temporary and with time it is disconnected. Mobile computing is very active and evolving field of Research. 5 billion camera phones are there worldwide; Most of them have location awareness (GPS). 22% phones are smart phones. In 2013, numbers of smart phones were greater than number of PC"s. These are big players in creating large amount of data [2] . Due to use of such number of cell phones, mobile networking is becoming huge. It introduced a project called Mobile Data Challenge (MDC).
Related Work
Juha K. Laurila, Daniel Gatica-Perez, Imad Aad, Jan Blom, Olivier Bornet, Trinh-Minh-Tri Do, Olivier Dousse, Julien Eberle, Markus Miettinen [6] in 2012 presented an overview of LDCC (Lausenne Data Collection Compaign) , this compaign raises MDC( Mobile Data Challenge) due to increase of data in a region. When the data was collected from the smartphones of around 200 users (participants of compaign) and that data was used for the research purpose then the MDC was introduced due to increase in the mobile data in that region. Protection of the participants personal data and privacy is their main concern, that why the collected data is made available to the researchers in a limited manner. Pankaj Bhaskar and Sheikh I Ahamed [7] in 2007 explained privacy as one of the major issue in pervasive computing and proposed some models to deal with privacy challenges. The main reason why this issue raise is because of limited understanding of the user about the technology. The privacy issue arise due to large increase of data due to increase in number of pervasive computing devices and mobile devices.
Bo Li and Prof. Raj Jain [8] in 2013 proposed the cloud and user"s effective interaction. Mobile networking is becoming larger due to large increase in number of cell phones or smart phones. They introduced benchmarks as well as progress in mobile networking.
Minos Garofalakis, Kurt P. Brown, Michael J. Franklin, Joseph M. Hellerstein, Daisy Zhe Wang, Eirinaios Michelakis, Liviu Tancau, Eugene Wu,Shawn R. Jeffery, Ryan Aipperspach [7] in 2006 explained data furnace project that is built at UC-Berkeley and Intel Research for data management in pervasive computing. It is the central repository of metadata (data about data) as well as application data.
Mohammad H. Asghari, and Bahram Jalali [10] in 2014 presented the JPEG and AST compression and show the improved compression when JPEG is followed by AST compression by computing the structural similarty between the images. The image has more resolution in this case.
Paul Gardner-Stephen, Andrew Bettison, Romana Challans, Jennifer Hampton, Jeremy Lakeman, Corey Wallis [11] in 2013 presented that compression of Short SMS by various techniques and explains how short messages are difficult to compress than longer messages.
Mobile Data Challenge
MDC was a smart phone based research done by Nokia Company through Lausanne Data Collection Campaign (LDCC). It was started in January, 2009 by Nokia Research Centre, Idiap and EPFL. In this Campaign, the data from smart phone of 200 volunteer people in the region of Lake Geneva was collected over one year of time. The data collection was started in October 2009 by using Nokia N95 phones. The data collection is made invisible to participants by client server architecture and the data was recorded on a database [6] . The data was first uploaded to the server via Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN). The data received by the server is recorded in the database. This data was accessed by the participants of the campaign. The server was Simple Context server that was developed in Palo Alto by Nokia. The data from database was accessed or utilized by the researchers for research purpose on it. The type of data recorded was the data related to phone calls, SMS logs, Bluetooth, GPS, user downloaded applications, audio, videos, photos etc. LDCC was done in 2009-2011 and the challenge arises in 2011-2012 when amount of data is seen to be increased a lot, thus named this Mobile Data Challenge. In this, every researcher was committed for the privacy of user"s data to only treat it for research purpose. They were committed to respect the user"s privacy. The collected data or big data are made available to the researchers in a limited manner due to privacy concern [6] .
Pervasive Computing
A wide number of sensors are used in pervasive computing, from richly semantic and high bandwidth sensors to Boolean sensors i.e. from video cameras to door-ajar switches. In industries, organisations run analytics for their business processes on sensor data. The nature of pervasive computing is "real-time", they need to store large volumes of data due to increase in number of pervasive applications e.g. sensors. Idea brought by pervasive computing is Invisibility i.e. technology should be made so common and it should continue working to the user"s expectation and present him with little or no surprise such that he will not notice that there is any technology existing behind e.g. sensors embedded inside floor [8] 
Compression
Compression is must now a days, with the increase of big data. There are huge amount of pervasive computing applications that produces large amount of data. Compression helps in reducing the storage requirements. By compression, data takes less space, so more data can be stored in same space and also due to small size it is easier to transmit it over the network. Following are the some big data compression techniques:
SMAZ
It is a lossless compression technique used for the compression of small strings, also for SMS (Short Message Service). It is a compression library that compresses every type of text data. In general short messages are difficult to compress than longer messages because a longer message has sufficient redundancy that helps to reduce its size through a compression scheme easily. Therefore for short message compression, the logical solution is to pre-compute a kind of dictionary.
SMAZ is an open source compression library. The complete implementation of SMAZ is less than 200 LOC. It claims to reduce the size of message of up to 50% -60% of original size. For Example: "The" is compressed to a single byte. SMAZ is also used for the compression of URL"s as well as short HTML files. There are two functions in the library: Compression function and Decompression function.
int smaz_compress(char *in, int inlen, char *out, int outlen);
It is the compression function where "in" is the input buffer and "inlen" is the length of the buffer, "out" is the output buffer of length "outlen" where the compressed data is put. The decompress function is:
int smaz_decompress(char *in, int inlen, char *out, int outlen);
This function decompresses the buffer "in" having length "inlen" and then put decompressed data in the buffer "out" of maximum length "outlen" bytes. If output buffer "out" is too short that it can"t hold decompressed string, then outlen+1 is returned. Else, the length of string compressed is returned. 
ShortBWT
This technique is also used for the compression of Text. It does not use any precomputed dictionary like SMAZ. It is based on properties of the Burrows Wheeler Transform (BWT). The shortBWT compresses 200 characters strings to 55% of original size [11] .
There are four stages of BWT namely-BWT (Burrows Wheeler Transform), GST (Global structure transformation), RLE (Run Length Encoding), EC (Entropy coding). Output of one stage is the input of the next stage and processes from left to right.
The first stage is BWT-It includes block sorting algorithm in which text is divided into equal sized blocks with each block processed separately from one another. The blocks are sorted using block sorting algorithm. These blocks generated uses same symbols but in different order. This will group the same or repeating symbols [18] .
The second stage is GST-It includes MTF (Move to First) algorithm. MTF rearranges the pattern such that more frequently used symbols tend to be near the front of the string and less frequently used symbols towards the end [17] .
The next stage is RLE-It shrinks the number of symbols by Run Length Encoding. The last stage EC produces a bit output with the help of arithmetic coding scheme. Fig.3 . BWT compression steps [18] 
JPEG
Increase in the number of pixels of image sensors is responsible for big data. JPEG is the technique used to compress image.
The steps involved in image compression are:
 Divide image into 8x8 pixels sized blocks.  Apply DCT: Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) is applied to each block and the value of each pixel is converted to frequency domain. The lower frequencies appear at Top-left side of block and higher frequencies appear at bottom-right side. Thus, it separates the information that is more noticeable from the information that is less noticeable. IDCT (Inverse Discrete Cosine Transform) is applied to reform the original image.  Quantization: used for discarding insignificant information. It divides the each "DCT coefficient" by "quantization coefficient" and returns an integer value by discarding the value after decimal point. Each DCT values have their own quantization coefficient. Quantization coefficient is chosen in a way such that there may be not any noticeable change even after the value following the decimal is discarded.  Encoding: After the quantization step, most of the DCT coefficient have redundant amount of data.
Huffman coding will remove this redundant amount of data. The Huffman coding is a type of Variablelength coding, in which the symbols that occur more frequently are encoded by using fewer bits and the symbols that occur less frequently are encoded by more bits and all this information is stored in a lookup 
AST
To enhance the performance of JPEG, AST is introduced by UCLA researchers for the compression of digitized data. AST is Anamorphic Stretch Transform. AST increases coherency of waveform so when it is resampled, the sampling rate become less than the Nyquist rate and thus it reduces the size. The data is compressed by stretching and wrapping data by mathematical function. In this the quality of data is maintained as compared to other compression techniques. It is used today as a solution to the "Big Data" problem. AST works in analog as well as digital domain. In digital records as medical data, this transformation reshapes the signal in which the 'coarse' features are stretched less than 'sharp' features Here, k1 and k2 lies between -∞ to ∞.If AST is done after JPEG compression, the resolution is higher than the resolution in JPEG compression alone even if the compression factor is same. To compare the performance of Image compression Structural similarity (SSIM) is computed. SSIM for JPEG compression is 87.2% but with JPEG along with AST is 95.3%. Therefore performance is improved if JPEG is followed by AST [10] .
In many compression techniques there is more loss of data when the image is compressed. Quality of image is lost when compressed. With this technique, the data quality is maintained. It wraps image such that stretching of small features is done rather than large features. Thus small features are assigned with more samples (bits) and less samples (bits) to large features in which data is redundant. So the result is a smaller file size having high resolution so that the object or image can be seen clearly [17] .
Conclusions
In this paper, we conclude that growing number of mobile devices, microphones, sensors etc are the main data generating points. Mobile Data Challenge (MDC) arises due to increase in mobile data through Lausanne Data Collection Campaign (LDCC) by Nokia. LDCC was done in 2009-2011 and the challenge arises in 2011-2012 when amount of data is seen to be increased a lot. Huge amount of data need extensive effort for collecting it, so it need to be compressed. Compression technique SMAZ and ShortBWT are used to compress SMS. SMAZ is a compression library that is used to compresse very small strings. In an average, SMAZ compresses data by 40-55% and ShortBWT compresses 200 characters strings to 55% of original size. The image compression techniques are JPEG and Anamorphic Stretch Transform (AST). If AST is done after JPEG compression, the resolution is higher than the resolution in JPEG compression alone even if the compression factor is same. The performance is improved if JPEG is followed by AST compression.
